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Introduction

Unit 1: Exploring Voices in Speech and Writing

This unit comprises the examined component of AS Language and Literature. With its 
explicit focus on aspects of voice, it assesses understanding of how spoken voices are used 
and written voices are created in transcripts of authentic conversation and in literary, non-
literary and multi-modal texts drawn from the 20th and 21st centuries.

SECTION A Questions 1(a) and 1(b) involve the exploration of 3 unseen extracts 
and candidates are required to identify features of spoken language and examine how 
writers and speakers shape and craft the extracts provided.

SECTION B assesses understanding of how the spoken word is represented in literary texts 
and is based upon the text candidates have studied. An extract from their studied text is 
presented as a starting point for analysis and they are then to make links to the broader 
novel/novella/collection.
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Question 1 (a)

Question 1 (ai) asked candidates to identify three spoken word features from Extract 
A (a transcript of an authentic conversation between a mother and her two sons and her 
daughter) and then to provide an example of each feature from the extract. Marks were 
awarded only when the feature matched the example given. 

Question 1 (aii) asked candidates to comment on the function of two of their selected 
features within the extract.

1 (ai) was marked out of a maximum 6 marks at AO1 and although the majority did well, it 
still generated responses across the mark range available. Some candidates did not employ 
accurate terminology in the naming of features; others repeated the same feature and in 
this way restricted the potential for reward. Some candidates did not match the feature 
named with an appropriate example from the extract. 

1 (aii) had a maximum score of 4 marks (again at AO1). Responses here also covered the 
full range. This response accurately identifies and exemplifies three features and so achieves 
full marks for Q1(ai).
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The comments for Q1(aii) offer a generic definition for the  
features identified. They do not make specific links to their  
function in the extract itself. As a result 2 marks were  
awarded for this component.

Examiner Comments

Always link your comments to their function in the extract itself.

Examiner Tip
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This response was awarded full marks for Q1(aii).

Here the features identified are linked specifically to their 
function within the extract.

Examiner Comments
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Question 1 (b)

This second component of Q1 (b) links to two unseen extracts provided in the Source 
Booklet. Text B was a series of posts to the message board of a website and Text C was an 
extract from an autobiography. The question asked candidates to examine how the writers:

• Shape or craft the texts to meet the expectations of their respective audience/purpose/
context

• Employ aspects of spoken language in their texts.

Reponses are assessed against AO2 with its specific focus on how structure, form and 
language shape meaning, and AO3 with its specific focus on the contextual factors which 
impact on the production and reception of texts.  Each AO is marked out of 20, giving an 
overall maximum mark of 40 for this question.

Overall, candidates responded well to this question in that it gave them the opportunity to 
discuss a range of linguistic and contextual features.  Most candidates had grasped that they 
needed to write in equal detail about both texts and that they needed to tackle both bullet 
points. If they did miss something out, the most common problem was not analysing the 
"spoken language aspects" in sufficient detail rather than missing a text out entirely. Text B 
proved to be generally more accessible than Text C which provided a key discriminator for 
this question.

Higher band answers presented a thoughtful and analytical discussion of both texts, 
demonstrating a confident command of terminology and a good appreciation of purpose 
and audience.  There was thoughtful consideration of the contexual factors that shaped the 
content of each text. The candidates were also able to explore the more subtle aspects of 
language and effect, for example, the differences in register and tone between the three 
respondents to the Hobbit thread and the reasons for these differences.

Of the two texts it was Extract B that was generally more accessible.  Most 
responses demonstrated awareness of the conventions (linguistic and contextual) of on-line 
message boards and the concept of threads. 

The majority were able to correctly (the best, cogently) define the audience for Text 
B. However, a few decided that only teenagers use the internet and only males were 
interested in the work of Tolkien.

There was a good range of comments on the message board format and its 
conventions. Many recognized the differences between the three posts and offered 
developed comments on the interactivity of the medium.  Most were able to identify 
some linguistic features arising from this relationship (initialisms, emoticons, adjacency 
structures etc). Features of spoken language were quite readily spotted, but the quality of 
contextualized comment covered a wide range. 

The exploration of the extract from the autobiography, Extract C, was less successful 
on the whole, and, as such, proved to be a useful discriminator. Many less successful 
responses struggled with the audience, reverting to stereotypes in this respect.

Some struggled with the generic form, referring to the text as a novel or a diary and were 
self-penalising as a result.  Most were able to comment on the subject specifics of the text 
and make links to the audience on the basis of shared understanding. Most were able to 
pick out the obvious literary devices employed by the writer and make sensible suggestions 
about why these were used. The best responses commented on the sensory nature of the 
imagery and McNally's intentions.

At AO2, successful responses explored a range of language features in both extracts. 
Exemplification was consistent and appropriate and the responses offered considered 
comment on the link between form and function. Terminology was fairly wide ranging and 
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applied with accuracy. Less successful responses picked up on some general language 
features, although coverage of the extracts was sometimes uneven. In lower band answers 
exemplification was inconsistent and sometimes inaccurate. Levels of specific analysis and 
links between form and function were limited and/or undeveloped. 

At AO3 successful responses offered developed comment on the context of both extracts 
with consideration of the factors that influenced the production and reception of each. 
Investigation of the message board considered the conventions associated with this form 
of communication and linked this to the ongoing relationship between the contributors and 
the work of the author to which the site was dedicated. Investigation of the autobiography 
considered the background of the author and those who might be interested in his 
experiences of war. 

The following excerpts are drawn from a response in the upper bands of achievement
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There is a clear sense of the conventions associated with a messsage board. 
These are linked confidently to the audience and the purpose and, with 
some precision, to the language choices made by those posting to the site. 
Frameworks (and attendant terminology) are applied in good range and with 
accuracy here.

Examiner Comments

It is often a good idea to begin your response to Q1(b) with a consideration of 
the contextual factors that influence the production and reception of the texts.

Examiner Tip
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Frameworks and terminology are applied in broad range. Features and 
approaches are differentiated with a degree of subtlety to consider 
intention and effect with clear links between form and function.

Examiner Comments

In investigating Text C the response explores and evaluates language and literary 
techniques with confidence and a steady eye on the autobiographical context of the piece.
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The following extracts are drawn from an answer that meets the descriptors for an upper 
band 2 response.

There is some insecurity with terminology and the frameworks 
for analysis. Features are often labelled incorrectly and attempts 
to link form to function are imprecise and often generalised.

Examiner Comments
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Where features are 'spotted', interpretation of 
function tends to be imprecise and often ill-judged.

Examiner Comments
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Question 2

Questions in this section cover the range of literary texts studied for the 
examination.  Candidates were presented with an extract selected from their set text and 
were asked to explore aspects of voice it contained. They were then directed to comment 
beyond the extract to the wider novel, novella or collection (according to the text studied). 

A successful response to the literary set text should offer detailed investigation of the given 
extract and extend beyond it into the broader novel/novella/collection. There should be 
relatively sustained focus on the central issues of the task and selection of evidence should 
afford appropriate links to the extract and to the task.  This varies across questions and set 
tests.

At their best, responses were fluent, clear and technically accurate. Exploration of the 
extract was thorough and systematic and links to the broader text were well defined 
and appropriate.  Exemplification was consistent and judiciously selected and examples 
were investigated using literary and linguistic approaches that were relevant to the task. 
Terminology was accurate and analysis extended to word, sentence and whole text level.

At AO2 there was a degree of confidence in consideration of structure, form and language. 
Links between the extract and the wider text were well defined and exemplified accurately. 
Responses demonstrated confidence with the specifics of analysis and candidates used this 
to explore links to how meaning is shaped by structure, form and language.

Less successful responses offered limited analysis of the given extract and were unlikely to 
extend fully beyond it into the broader novel/novella/collection.  

There was also a significant number of candidates who offered limited investigation of the 
extract which, after a few brief remarks, launched into the wider work often resulting in 
unfocused generalities. A detailed exploration of the extract provides a clear and focused 
platform from which to approach broader considerations and candidates who clearly 
understood this, almost always did better.

Focus on the central issues of the task varied across questions and set texts, but tended to 
be inconsistent.  Many candidates digressed into generalised comment, for example, the 
perceived Feminism of Carter, the post-slavery context of Walker or the much investigated 
theme of paralysis in Joyce. Selection of evidence was inconsistent and at times supported 
general assertions, rather than those that linked directly to the extract and to the task.

Exploration of the extract in these less successful responses was straightforward and 
comments on the wider text were generalised and/or descriptive.  Exemplification tended to 
be inconsistent and not wholly appropriate. Investigation of examples was limited in terms 
of analysis and there was a tendency to describe. Terminology was offered in a very limited 
range and there was considerable incidence of error. There tended to be an imbalance of 
analysis at word, sentence and whole-text level with the majority focusing their analysis on 
lexical choice.

At AO2 there was a lack of confidence in consideration of structure, form and language. 
Links between the extract and the wider text were weak and, at the lower bands of 
achievement, omitted.  Responses demonstrated insecurity with limited analysis and links to 
how meaning is shaped by structure, form and language. 
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The following extracts are drawn from a successful response to Question 2 (‘The Bloody 
Chamber’). 

In answering this question most candidates commented ably upon the use of secondary 
characters within the extract and when discussing the second story chosen. However, 
there was a significant number of scripts that did not have the same sharpness of focus 
when widening their view across other secondary characters and the wider text. Magic and 
realism prompted some interesting commentary on Carter’s method of characterisation 
and subverting traditional norms, but other candidates seemed to present difficulties 
in defining the use/place of magic against aspects of realism.

The following (successful) response offers detailed and analytical exploration of the extract 
from ‘The Tiger’s Bride’ and sustained focus on both elements of the question. The choice of 
the second story, ‘The Bloody Chamber’ was not as obvious as others in the collection. The 
majority opted for ‘The Courtship of Mr Lyon’, but the case for Jean-Yves as the secondary 
character is argued with fluency and focus. There is also balanced consideration of the 
concepts of Magic and Realism targetted by the second bullet in the question.
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The response offers an integrated and comparative opening 
which links the two stories and affords balanced consideration of 
the role of the valet and the piano tuner.

Examiner Comments
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The links and comparisons between the valet and Jean-Yves, 
and the broader attitudes and values of the two stories, are well 
balanced and integrated. The response sustains its analytical 
focus in its exploration of the evidence provided and this 
sustains the high marks at AO1.

Examiner Comments

Analyse the language of the quotes you offer as evidence from 
the broader text as fully as you can.

Examiner Tip
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Exploration of the extract and the language used to convey the 
discomfort of the valet is confident and appropriate. Frame-
works and attendant terminology are applied with accuracy and 
in broad range, with considerable focus on the characteristics 
(verbal and non-verbal) of the voice of the valet as observed by 
the girl narrator and constructed by Carter.

Examiner Comments
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Question 3

In responding to Question 3 ‘Paddy Clarke Ha Ha Ha’, most candidates were able to explore 
the shifting dynamics between the brothers and Sinbad’s ability to close himself off from 
physical and emotional hurt. The most successful commented with some precision on 
Paddy’s growing awareness of this shift and how this is crafted linguistically by Doyle. 
They were also able to articulate and trace the changes across the wider novel with links 
to appropriate episodes and with an eye on the deterioration of family life. Less successful 
were those that made generalised comments on either the relationship or the development 
of Paddy’s voice. Many of these less successful responses struggled with the specifics of 
analysis.

The following excerpts are drawn from a response that sits in the lower-mid bands of 
achievement.

There is a grasp of both the task and the relationship between 
Paddy and his brother, and an attempt to relate this to 
the context of the deteriorating marriage. Contextualising 
comments are reaonably well expressed and focused on the 
key issues of the task. However the specific detail in terms of 
analysis and critical comment is thin and/or generalised and this 
restricts potential for reward.

Examiner Comments
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There is an attempt to comment on Doyle's use of sentence 
structure to shape and develop Paddy's voice. However, these 
comments are imprecise and/or generalised. Examples are 
offered but exploration lacks specific analysis.

Examiner Comments
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Question 4

'The Color Purple' is one of the most popular choices for centres. Most candidates were able 
to comment on and explore Walker’s depiction of Celie’s growth as an individual parallel to 
her awareness of her creativity and skills as a seamstress. Top band responses distinguished 
themselves by reflecting on Walker’s use of the change of weaponry from razorblade to 
needle, and how the book draws to a close with some reconciliation between key characters 
and the motif of the quilt, or act of sewing.

The following extracts are drawn from a response which sits in the mid-range of 
achievement and as such is representative of a significant majority of Section B responses.

As the response moves to the second bullet and to the broader novel, focus on the issue 
of Celie's skill as a seamstress is maintained, achieving a balance across assessment 
objectives. The interpretation of the needle as a metaphor is one of the high points of the 
response.
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The above comment relates to p3 'Throughout the novel....' to 
p4. This symbolises the foreshadowing of her business' ONLY.

Examiner Comments
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Question 5

There were relatively few responses to 'Restoration' in this series.

Most candidates responded well to the extract, seeing Merivel's enforced departure as 
the end of his life as a cuckold and a severance not only from the house he loved but 
from the King.  Successful responses were characterised by the systematic and analytical 
investigation of the extract and of the evidence selected from the wider novel to support 
assertions made. Less successful were those that offered an exploration which did 
not balance comment with the specifics of analysis.

Question 6

'Address Unknown' is a very popular choice of text and, as ever, generated responses across 
the full range of achievement.

Successful candidates picked up on the direct references to the economic background in 
both Germany and America. They contextualied the extract as part of Max's response to 
Martin's letter and the pleasure he expressed in his new-found wealth and status on his 
return to a homeland in economic crisis. They were able to articulate the shared drive for 
profit, even if achieved dishonourably that linked the two men.  They were also able to 
detect the subtle shifts in tone and the language used to convey these, as a signal of a 
growing unease in Max. 

Many responses in the mid-lower bands of achievement missed the detail and the irony of 
the extract and sought to work it to what seemed to be an 'expected' agenda. Many relied 
on the second bullet point’s springboard by discussing the breakdown of the relationship 
between Max and Martin without relating this back to the crafting of both voices, as well as 
the agenda inherent in Taylor’s portrayal of them. In other words, for some candidates, it 
became something of an opportunity to reproduce stock responses with little underpinning 
of the tasks.
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The following extracts are drawn from a response in the mid-upper bands of achievement.

There is direct focus on the wording of the question and a quest for evidence 
of 'discomfort' in the language used by Taylor to convey this. Frameworks are 
applied with reasonable success at both word and sentence level. Issues of 
tone/register are considered and links drawn to the attitudes and values of 
both Max and Martin. There is some subtlety in the links between form and 
function here. 

Exemplification is consistent and appropriate. 

Examiner Comments

Read the question carefully. Use its precise wording to develop your response.

Examiner Tip
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There is a clear attempt to develop contrasts between the 
attitudes of Max and Martin. This contrast ranges across the 
novella with reasonably sustained focus on issues of wealth 
and affluence. There is a sense that this response genuinely 
engages with the question and frames itself around it. Evidence 
is chosen with this in mind and it works.

Examiner Comments
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Question 7

Although relatively few, there were some rather impressive responses to 'Cloudstreet' in 
this examination series. The majority handled the extract well, exploring what it revealed 
about Oriel and her standing in the community and within her family. The best focused on 
the voice of Oriel, as this was central to the question and offered detailed consideration 
of Winton's choice of language to craft this voice to develop both her character and her 
attiudes to family and parenting. These successful candidates also made very sure to 
present their understanding of the complex nature of narrative voice and perspective 
both here and in the novel as a whole. Selection of evidence for the second bullet, the 
role of mothers, was mostly appropriate with Dolly the most popular choice for extended 
consideration and comparison.

Upper band responses matched this critical investigation with considered analysis of 
Winton's language and judicious selection of evidence from across the novel to support 
their assertions.

Less successful responses did not make the step to this specific analysis and a significant 
number of fluent, even sophisticated investigations, were self-penalising. Care should 
be taken to balance literary investigation and comment with analytical consideration of 
language choices and techniques.

Question 8

Joyce did not figure heavily in this series. Nonetheless there were some very successful 
responses to this question. Many were aware of the significance of 'The Dead' as the 
final story and the way in which it encapsulates many of the themes drawn across the 
collection as a whole, and as such, made effective links to the epiphanies they contain. 
Many also identified the story as representative of the 'adult' section of the collection and 
the voices of both Gretta and Gabriel within this context. The theme of epiphany was 
generally addressed well with 'Araby' and 'Eveline' the most popular choice of the second 
story.

The best offered considered analysis of the dynamics between Gretta and Gabriel and the 
language used by Joyce to develop this. Many used what they had learned about spoken 
language here. They also commented on the methods used by Joyce to signal Gretta's 
heightened emotion or Gabriel's growing appetite for the tale.  Some commented on 
the repetition of “poor Michael Furey” and its  ballad-like refrain quality. Less successful 
responses did not match literary comment with specific evidence or the detailed analysis 
of this evidence.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:

Question 1(a)

• be precise in your use of terminology

• avoid generic definitions  –  link comments on features specifically to their function within 
the extract.

Question 1(b) 

• consider the contextual factors that influence the production and reception of 
the extracts 

• apply frameworks and terminology at word, sentence and whole text level 

• cover both extracts equally demonstrate awareness of audience and purpose 

• make clear links between form and function

• don’t describe – analyse

• exemplify consistently

Questions 2-8 

• use the specific focus of the question and use this to frame your response

• give the same amount of attention to each bullet

• work through the extract in detail 

• give equal time for comment on the wider text

• don’t describe – analyse

• apply frameworks and terminology at word, sentence and whole text level

• comment on literary features as well as linguistic features

• avoid generalised comment 

• exemplify consistently
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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